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Theorem 4.1 and its proof and-as a consequence-Theorem 4.3 contain an error 
which was independently discovered by Roger D. Nussbaum and the author. Neither of 
the statements 'I(Tmz)il = I(Tmx)il /\ I(TmY)il' and 'T* has period p ~ 2/, in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 follow from what was shown before. Here is a correct version: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T: L- L be non-expansive and satisfy TO = o. Then there exists 
some p E ~ such that Tpnx converges for all x E L. The smallest such p satisfies 
p Ilcm{l, ... ,2/}. 
PROOF. We write L(I) and L +(1) to indicate the dimension of the underlying space. 
Define an I.-isometric embedding V: L(/)- L +(21) by 
i = 1, ... , I; ( ) {
Xi V 0 Vx .= 
I (-Xi-I) v 0, i = I + 1, ... , 2/. 
Further define P: L +(2/)- V(L(/» by 
(PX)i = {Xi = Xi /\ Xi+!' i = 1, ... , I; 
Xi Xi /\ Xi-I, i = I + 1, ... , 2/. 
It is straightforward to verify that P is non-expansive. Now define t: L +(2/)- L +(2/) 
by 
tx = VTV-lpx. 
Clearly t is non-expansive and to = o. Corollary 3.4 implies that the period of t 
divides lcm{l, ... ,2/}. Using T = V-ltV it follows that T has also a period which 
divides lcm{l, ... ,2/}. 0 
Note that in Theorem 4.3 '2/ lcm{l, ... ,I}' has to be replaced by 'lcm{l, ... ,2l}'. 
REMARK. The asymptotics of lcm{l, ... ,2/} as 1- 00 is log(lcm{l, ... , 2/}) - 2/, 
which follows from the prime number theorem, see [1, p. 12f]. 
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